
Chapter 37:My Genes Evolve

Infinitely

ARE YOU RICH? !

Lu Yuan is being besieged.

Three little stone men and two black scorpions.

As Lu Yuan's genetic refinement continued to increase, so did the strength of his black

iron body.

During the time he entered the Land of Origin, he absorbed a lot of spirit crystals and

increased his tempering degree to 12%.

Although this degree of tempering is not too high, you must know that what Lu Yuan has

burned is an extraordinary gene of elite quality.

As the main improvement of the defense ability, it is enough to compare with the

ordinary genetic warrior with 50% or even 60% temperament.

In addition, he is also wearing genetic armor, and his defense ability is naturally

extremely strong.

As long as they don't hit the key, none of these fierce beasts can cause him substantial

harm, they can only make him feel a little bit painful.

There is no worries about defense, Lu Yuan focuses on practicing his body skills and

swordsmanship.

Under the same power, genetic warriors with stronger physical skills are naturally more

powerful.

In this regard, Lu Yuan didn't want to hold back either.

By avoiding again and again, his body skills become more efficient.

Through his attacks again and again, he made his swordsmanship more fierce.

The siege of five fierce beasts is very difficult to avoid.
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He was hit frequently.

But he is not in a hurry.

This kind of avoidance ability can only be improved by continuous practice.

The long sword in his hand was waving, leaving scars on the bodies of the five fierce

beasts from time to time.

Before long, a little stone man turned into a pile of rubble and fell to the ground.

The remaining four fierce beasts continued to besie Lu Yuan, and Lu Yuan made it easier

to avoid.

But I still get shot from time to time.

Lu Yuan continued to attack, and when he killed a little stone man again, a piercing
sound came from behind him.

Lu Yuan felt cold behind him, and he instinctively felt a hint of danger.

He moved his footsteps, and his body moved a step laterally.

An arrow with strong wind brushed Luyuan's cheek and shot it on the head of a little

stone man.

Boom! !

The head of the little stone man penetrated a hole under the violent arrow attack.

Its body shook and turned into rubble and fell to the ground.

This attack ability is stronger than Lu Yuan.

Lu Yuan's pupils contracted slightly, turning around to look.

As soon as turned around, a fireball battered.

"A sneak attack! It's sinister!"

Lu Yuan cursed secretly, and his figure flickered again.

The fireball passed through him and landed on the back of a black scorpion.



Black Scorpion screamed and was engulfed by flames, a blood hole exploded in his upper

body and fell to the ground.

At the same time, Lu Yuan saw a cat-man swordsman rushing over with a sword.

Seeing this swordsman, Lu Yuan frowned slightly.

"It's you!"

This is the cat hunter that I met yesterday.

If it were him, then the two attacks just now...

Lu Yuan raised his head and looked around the corner.

The cat archer and elemental warrior whom I met last time are also there.

But this time, Lu Yuan didn't have another soldier team to help.

Three to one.

This is a bit troublesome.

Lu Yuan's face turned gloomy.

The Cat Swordsman quickly rushed to Lu Yuan's front.

The strange breathing rhythm sounded in Lu Yuan's ear again.

The Cat Swordsman was holding a big sword and slashed it down towards Luyuan’s neck
from top to bottom.

Lu Yuan's legs pressed hard, and the sword also cut out.

锵! !

Mars splashed on the two long swords, Nishiba's expression changed, and his body took

two steps back.

He saw that Lu Yuan didn't take a step back, his pupils shrank, showing a hint of shock.

"Your power has become so much stronger?!"



You need to know, last time, the collision between the two was evenly matched, and even
Xiye had a slight advantage.

It turned out that such a short time passed, and Lu Yuan had already gained the upper

hand in the collision of power.

Lu Yuan smiled.

Last time, he had just entered the land of origin, and his tempering degree was less than

9%.

But this time, his tempering degree has reached 12%.

This has improved the tempering degree by nearly 50%!

Although Lu Yuan's body of black iron is not the main booster of strength, it is naturally
not a small increase in strength.

Compared with the last time, even if Xiye has improved, it is difficult for him to be equal

to Lu Yuan.

With one blow, Lu Yuan stepped forward, intending to chase after victory.

However, he just stepped forward when he heard the sound of breaking through the air.

An arrow shot towards Lu Yuan's eye position, and at the same time, a fireball rushed
towards his face.

Lu Yuan frowned.

moved sideways, avoiding arrows and fireballs.

As soon as he dodged, the Catman Swordsman moved forward again, and his long sword

pierced Lu Yuan's undefended abdomen.

Luyuan's long sword crossed, split the catman swordsman's long sword into the air, and
kicked the catman swordsman's abdomen at the same time.

The catman swordsman's pupils shrank, and his left hand raised his palm to block his leg.

There was a muffled sound, and the Catman Swordsman stepped back again and again.



Lu Yuan didn't have time to chase, two consecutive arrows shot at Lu Yuan, and at the

same time, a fireball larger than before also shot over.

The battle between Lu Yuan and Xi Ye, Jasmine and Nan Qi in the distance are naturally

also in sight.

Their faces have also changed.

"What's the matter?! Nishiba was suppressed?!"

"How is it possible? Last time, it was obvious that the strength of the two was about the

same. If it broke out in a short time, Nishiba should be able to suppress this human

being!"

"How long is this? He has become so much stronger?!"

"Erupt with full power! Otherwise, we still have to run away this time!"

Jasmine gritted her teeth, a look of sorrow appeared on her delicate face, and the arrow

in her hand flashed with a faint blood.

Nan Qi also had a cold face, and the fireball on the staff was getting bigger and bigger.

Both sides fight together.

Lu Yuan's single strength is stronger than that of Xiye, but he can't kill him in a short

time.

With Xiye's control, Jasmine and Nan Qi in the distance can easily attack Lu Yuan from a

distance.

The cooperation of the three of them is quite tacit.

Every time Lu Yuan repulsed Xi Ye and wanted to pursue it, Jasmine and Nan Qi would

suppress them with firepower and force Lu Yuan back.

And every time Lu Yuan wanted to go directly to Jasmine and Nan Qi for trouble, Xi Ye
would contain Lu Yuan.

Lu Yuan's speed was originally not fast, but under the control of Xi Ye, it was naturally
slower. It was simply unrealistic to catch up with Jasmine and Nan Qi.

For a while, the situation of the battle was stalemate like this.



Lu Yuan's face is also not pretty.

"My strength has improved, but these three cat hunters have also improved. If the power
of the cat archer’s arrows is the same as before, I can even hold the cat’s sword against

her arrow first. The taxi is killed."

He is a bit annoying.

played for a long time, and couldn't kill any of them.

This is the helplessness of Guardian Warriors.

Strong defense against thieves, a group of meaty ones, but not the definitive attack
ability.

Gradually, time passes.

Jasmine shot another arrow again, her forehead was full of sweat, and she gasped for

breath.

Nan Qi beside was also a little pale.

He looked at Lu Yuan in the distance with a look of surprise:

"Something is wrong! Very wrong!"

Jasmine nodded again and again: "It's not right! What's wrong with this human? He has

been maintaining combat skills, hasn't his spiritual power been used up yet?!"

Nan Qi also looked surprised: "Our combat skills are all offensive combat skills,
continuous use, and now the spiritual power is almost used, how can his continuous

defensive combat skills last so long?! Judging from his appearance, he is still so vivid, as
if his spiritual power has not reached the limit?!"

In the distance, the battle between Lu Yuan and Xiye is still going on.

Nishiba's expression is already a little pale, and her pale red skin has become a lot dim.

His combat skills are almost unsustainable.

However, Lu Yuan did not seem to have changed at all, still covered with a black iron

body.



锵!

is another collision.

Xiye's face turned pale, his body went backwards five or six steps, his hands trembled

slightly, and it became a little difficult to even hold the sword.

He stared at Landing Yuan:

"How can your spiritual power be so much?"

Lu Yuan smiled: "Who makes me strong?"

Naturally, he wouldn't say that there is still a spiritual crystal in the center of his left hand,
which is constantly absorbing the spiritual energy.

This is already the aura of the fourth spiritual crystal he has absorbed.

After all, his temperament is not as good as these three cat hunters, and his spiritual

power is definitely not as good as the cat hunters.

If it is an ordinary protracted battle, it will definitely be Lu Yuan who loses.

But who allowed Lu Yuan to absorb the spirit crystals to restore his spiritual power?

This is long lasting.

Now, Lu Yuan could already feel that the cat-man swordsman in front of him was

somewhat powerless.

He showed a slight smile:

"Next, it's my turn, right?"

After so long, he has polished off this guy's spiritual power, how difficult it is.

He stepped out, his body shot out, and the long sword slashed towards the catman

swordsman.

The howling sword wind blows the cat-man swordsman’s hair~www.mtlnovel.com~ His

face changed drastically, and his body fluttered toward the side.

Lu Yuan's long sword slashed on the ground, cutting a sword mark on the ground.



Lu Yuan lifted his sword and rushed to the Cat Swordsman again.

The Cat Swordsman was shocked and evaded again and again.

"If you have the ability, don't hide?"

Lu Yuan was happy and kept attacking.

Xiye felt the tremendous pressure, cold sweat on his forehead, and roared:

"Jasmine! Nan Qi! Support!"

In the distance, Jasmine and Nan Qi's expressions changed, as they struggled to squeeze

spiritual power again and use combat skills to attack.

Lu Yuan casually hit the arrow with a sword, extinguishing the fireball.

He smiled and said, "This is the attack intensity? The spiritual power of the two of them

should be consumed almost too? Do you think it is only you who are consuming it?"

Hearing this, Nishiba's face changed.

Seeing Lu Yuan rush up again, Xi Ye gritted his teeth, revealing a trace of distress.

He took out a bottle of medicine that was shining with stars and poured it down.

Seeing this potion, Lu Yuan's face changed slightly.

Spirit power recovery potion? !

He forgot that there is still this kind of potion.

After eating, this guy's spiritual power may still slowly recover.

"Even if your spiritual power is restored..."

Before Lu Yuan had finished speaking, Xiye took out another blood-red potion and

poured it down, then took out a light green potion and poured it down.

Not far away, Jasmine and Nan Qi also took out the potions and drank them

continuously.

"???"



Lu Yuan felt their gradually stronger aura, and his face suddenly changed:

"Special meow, the medicine doesn't need money?! How can anyone drink like you?? Are

you rich and great?!"
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